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OVERVIEW

CHALLENGE

Carolina Cat already excels at using digital technologies to drive 
value from connected machines. However, the company’s digital 
processes have created an overabundance of machine alerts that 
make it challenging to scale the value derived from its digitally 
connected machines. To filter through the alerts and create cases 
more efficiently, Carolina Cat has turned to Uptake’s Industrial AI to 
scale its analytics program and enable the existing team to cover 
more alerts with automated case recommendations.

MACRO VIEW
Connected heavy equipment machines can generate thousands of fault code alerts 
that indicate potential problems for engines, transmissions, brakes and other machine 
subsystems. In addition, data from digitized machine service records and technician notes 
can be used to help identify and troubleshoot future issues. What heavy equipment dealers 
need is a better way to leverage this data to narrow thousands of fault code alerts down to the 
ones their sales teams can take action on.

CUSTOMER CASE STUDY

CAROLINA CAT EXPLORING 
INDUSTRIAL AI TO SCALE MACHINE 
MONITORING CAPACITY AND DRIVE 
ADDITIONAL REVENUE GROWTH
Connecting machines, ingesting alerts and filtering those alerts 
for service sales leads is a key growth opportunity for heavy 
equipment dealerships. Uptake’s Industrial AI application, Asset IO 
with Automated Case Recommendation, simplifies and scales this 
workflow to increase revenue growth from connected machines and 
improve the industrial customer experience.
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Carolina Carolina Cat Exploring Industrial AI to Scale Machine Monitoring Capacity and Drive Additional Revenue Growth

CHALLENGE MICRO VIEW
Since 1926, Carolina Cat has delivered superior service, parts and new machine sales for 
construction, power generation and highway truck equipment. With a long history of being a 
trusted partner for its customers, Carolina Cat is an innovative dealership, always looking to 
serve those customers better.

To do that, Carolina Cat implemented Uptake’s Condition Monitoring Portal application back 
in 2007. As an early adopter of digital technologies, the company was able to drive new value 
for their customers well before the competition — and in turn — increase incremental parts and 
service revenues for their own business.

Using the current Condition Monitoring Portal, Carolina Cat is able to monitor about 2,400 
machines that generate more than 50,000 fault code alerts per quarter. By using that data to 
create service cases for the sales team to quickly take action on, they have experienced an 
initial increase in sales as a result of the condition monitoring portal generated leads. 

But more can be done.

Carolina Cat has actually sold 8,400 connected machines into the field but their analysts don’t 
have the bandwidth to review action alerts from the additional 6,000 machines. Additionally, of 
the roughly 50,000 machines alerts in the analysts' current queue, they only have time to get to 
38,000 alerts. Of those alerts, they found that only 1% of the alerts resulted in a case being created.

What if there was a way to not only process all of the alerts from the 8,400 connected machines 
but to also more efficiently narrow those alerts down to the ones sales reps can take action on?

SOLUTION Once again, Carolina Cat looked to Uptake to help find ways to better scale its 
implementation of Condition Monitoring Portal and drive more service cases from machine 
data. Fundamentally, Carolina is looking to accomplish three objectives:
• Refine the firehose of low-quality raw machine fault code alerts into a pipeline of targeted, 

high-quality insights, improving the 1% reviewed-in-case rate 
• Automate the creation of repeatable cases
• Extend monitoring capacity to additional machines, eventually being able to monitor all 

connected machines in the field, without significantly increasing personnel
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AUTOMATED CASE RECOMMENDATION
The Automated Case Recommendation feature automates the current manual workflow 
of (1) reviewing alerts in Condition Monitoring Portal, (2) filtering the alerts for those  
that are most relevant for a service case and (3) creating a case with the relevant alerts 
identified for service. 
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SOLUTION

ASSET IO INTEGRATION
With Asset IO integration, the Automated Case 
Recommendation feature will use work order and case 
history data to list insights that have a pre-populated 
case, enabling the analyst to quickly validate and create 
an actionable lead for sales.

To help Carolina Cat, Uptake recommended leveraging the power of Industrial AI through its 
asset performance management application, Asset IO. Asset IO uses data science insights 
to improve machine health and financially optimize machine maintenance. By integrating 
Asset IO with Condition Monitoring Portal, Uptake included a new feature — Automated Case 
Recommendation that enables higher-quality insights than more traditional IoT-based systems 
by automatically suggesting cases for sales to call on. Combining raw machine fault code data 
with work order and service case history data enabled Uptake to train data science models on 
the contextual data needed to deliver the precision results Carolina Cat is looking for.
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OUTCOMES & RESULTS In just three months, Asset IO’s AI-driven insights delivered over 200 targeted case 
recommendations, 90% of which were validated by an analyst as actionable cases for sales 
leads. This means 9 out of every 10 automatically generated case recommendations were 
confirmed as actionable mechanical issues. In addition, with the data pulled from work order 
and service case history, Uptake’s industrial data scientists have developed a total of 28 data 
science models prioritized for failure modes that are both common and expensive repairs, 
such as an internal coolant leak. With these additional data science models, Carolina Cat will 
be able to automatically cover over 66% of all cases, enabling more machines to be covered 
with the same number of analysts.

By integrating Uptake Asset IO into Condition Monitoring Portal and the service 
management process, Carolina Cat will empower their condition monitoring analysts to focus 
their expertise and creativity on more complex cases or fault codes. They will also be able to:
• Expand coverage and derive service revenue-generating insights from all connected 

machines
• Scale the implementation of AI and data science into the service management process 

without adding additional 1-for-1 analyst headcount
• Continue to exponentially grow service revenue per year at a lower cost, further improving 

the profitability of the service business
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50,000+  Machine Fault Code Alerts

100s of Uptake Insights Number of Monitored Machines

With tens of thousands 
of machine fault code 
alerts you can only 
monitor so many 
machines. 

Automated Case 
Recommendation 
filters those alerts to 
hundreds of actionable 
insights, empowering 
you to drive value from 
all of your connected 
machines.
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